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Study area, population and 
methodology  
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South West Regions of Bangladesh are most 
vulnerable to multiple disasters  
Poor and landless people are the first hit of those 
hazards 
Regions have higher rate of income poverty with 
that become multiplier when there is any hazards 
attack as disaster form  
In recent past this region experienced two severe 
cyclones like SIDR and Ila that caused huge loss and 
damages of permanent assets and left with 
prolonged slow onset disaster like water logging and 
salinity into their natural resource based  
(World Bank, BIDS, SOLIDARITES International,  Seven 
INGOs Consortium Initial Assessment).   
Salinity is worsening in the entire region which effecting 
both their flora and fauna.  
Study revealed that an average increase of salinity is 0.74% 
and within the nine years (2000-2009) its affected 3.5% of 
coastal land (SRDI, 2010).    
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Methodology and Study 
Population  
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Study Background 
Practical Action with the financial support of 
KPMG under Global  Resilience Partnership 
designed a simulation entitled “ Agricultural 
and Water Resilience in Coastal Areas of 
Bangladesh for two years ( 2017 to 2018). 
While measuring the efficacy of the 
Waterlogging and Saline adaptive agricultural 
technologies which were going to be tested, 
Before –After instrument were applied . This 
findings have been derived from the Qualitative 
Baseline which was conducted during 
November 2017.   
  



Project were implemented in three 
districts named –Khulna, Satkhira and 
Jessore where two Upazilas from each 
district and two Unions from each Upazila 
were selected.  
Upazilas are- 
Jessore: Monirampur and Kesobpur 
Khulna: Koira and Paikgacha 
Satkhira: Shyamnagar and Kaliganj 
Total 12 Focus Group Discussions (FGDs) 
where one  FGD per UP were conducted. 
Participants both men and women were 
selected purposively considering their 
socio-demographic and typical 
engagement with the simulation.    
 
Along with FGDs other individual 
interviews were also conducted as 
triangulation for obtaining reliable data. 
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Brief Methodology  
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Perceived Climate Vulnerability  

A participant commented to make us understand the severity of the salinity-   
“When we walk at the river side we feel that salt like thing on our body. Even the air 
of the region becoming saline.” 
 
All of them were effected by the prolonged flood of the last year ( 2016).  Their 
vegetables production was hampered.  Unlike they did not get usual return by 
vegetables growing. Last year flood continued till Katrik month (Seventh month of 
Bengali calendar). Cattles became sick, poultries were died, toilet were damaged 
and even tube-well, only source of safe drinking water drowned at flood water. 
Many of them took shelter at the schools or high land. That flood prolonged till 
katrik month and still there are low lying areas which is inundated and water did not 
remove! Many trees were died. Vegetables of the land damaged and even there 
was not elevated land for buried man. In that time there was Aush paddy at the 
gher (Low land which is used for paddy for half of the year and fishes for the rest of 
the time).   
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Perceived Climate Vulnerability Cont.   

1. One of them explained with sorrow- “who knew that there would be rain in this 
year too! Who knows there will be rain in  coming days? Usually in Kali Puja (Worship 
for Goddess Kali) it is rare to have rains but this year it was heavy rain. Even during 
the October month there was rains which caused damage of dykes and so we can not 
walk over there. When we look to the eroded dyke we become sad!”   
  
2. Among the beneficiaries there were significant number from Hindu religion. They 
usually do belief in a lunar calendar that is called Panjika. One of them referred that  
“a year calendar called Panjika that can provides weather information”. But most of 
them criticized that now a day forecasting of Panjika could not match with changing 
season. Because by following the Panjika many households parboiled their paddy for 
husking rice but there was rain for many days, so they could not dry them as absence 
of solar light. This  was unusual.  
 
3. Though it is not a rainy season ( November)  but it has been raining alike  Rainy 
season even in the winter! Du to lack of cool weather potatoes, Cauliflower, wheat, 
onion, garlic like Robi crops  are being damaged”    
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Perceived Loss & Damage  

One of the participants remarked, In dry season due to lack of rains, production of 
agriculture hindered. Increasing trend of temperature also caused for damages of 
crops production and varieties of paste attacks are also increased.  
  
“ Earlier there was no observed attack of ‘current paste ‘ in aman paddy but it 
happens now.  Compare to past cost of crop production has also increased and paste 
attack too compare to earlier” 
  
“ Recent incident is rotten of chest part of Bagda shrimp due to cause of salinity. 
Besides, due to excessive rains fishes cant not take Oxygen from water so they die”, 
replied one of the respondents  how changing weather and ecology effecting to other 
crops like fishes.”   
 Ahsan ullah, a lead farmer added different points of climate change effect to their 
crops, “climate change has been effecting to our agriculture largely. Duration of 
winter season and cool has been  decreasing compare to past. On the other hand 
duration of summer with increasing temperature has been increased.  We can not 
grow winter crops due to irregular rainfalls.  That erratic behavior of weather 
hindering to germination of seeds.” 12-Jan-19 
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A landless vegetable producer figured out their loss 
economically – “  we harvest weekly where gross sale like 
1500 BDT and it continues for six weeks and sale was around 
100,00 BDT. Suddenly there is a heavy rain. There was no 
heard any forecast and at the morning found water 
inundated upto knee. There was rain for 12 days and did not 
get any forecasting! “   
 
There were also grown bottle gourd, colocasia, eggplant and 
red plant. The estimated loss due to unanticipated flood by 
per household was minimum 20,000 ( $250 USD) taka that 
only from vegetable farming from a single crop season!  
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Perceived Loss & Damage  
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Express Your Research Experience 
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 Most of the smallholders found , they  produce 
for the market and  this is the livelihood options 
including good returns from crops  contributes 
into their children education expenses 
 
 No one among the participants irrespective of 
their sex, education, farming size and region have 
had felt the need to consult with near by 
agriculture Officer or ever  visited nearest Union 
or Upazila Agriculture Officer for consultation on 
agro-meteorological information. All of them also 
informed that even nobody ever informed them 
weather forecasting and  what need to do for 
farming household 
 
Recurrent loss and damage of crops of 
smallholders ( who are main driver of our food 
security) can be pushed back them to poverty 
trap that leads to slower the pace of reducing 
extreme poverty and SDG -1   
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How the Experience would address 
the problem? 
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Improvement of 
agro-met.  

services  at the 
reach of 

smallholders   

Access to agriculture 
financial services 
including scope of 
crops insurance for 
the Climate Change 

victims   

Investing R&D  
on Ag-Ext. 

with priority 
to CC 

adaptive  
technologies   



Final Words 
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  Agro-meteorology including climate adaptive agriculture 
extension services needs to be reached at the door steps of 
smallholders in the South West Regions of Bangladesh   
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